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Figure 1: Short-, medium- and long-term impact of COVID-19
on retail and small businesses, 2021

• Opportunities and challenges
• Demonstrate environmental responsibility
• Use store space for more than one function
• Leverage social, search and synergies to drive awareness

• Small businesses look big within the US economy
• COVID-19 caused chaos and concentration on small

businesses
• Economic volatility rocks small businesses
• Investing in tech helps extend the reach of small businesses

• Small businesses comprise a large part of the US economy
• Impact of COVID-19 on small businesses

• Higher taxes breed concern
• Labor shortage and skyrocketing prices create challenges

for small businesses
• Consumers turn their focus on community
• Small businesses need to invest in tech
• The debate over the minimum wage is a double-edged

sword

• Using store locations for more than one purpose
• Partnering up big business and small business
• Casting wider nets with social
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• Focusing in on the environment

• American Express promotes small businesses
Figure 2: American Express highlights importance of shopping
small, 2021

• CoCo & Blu: Multi-faceted, multi-functional
Figure 3: CoCo & Blu Cafe leverages storefront for multiple
purposes, 2021

• Focusing on sustainability, waste reduction
Figure 4: Verde Market gives consumers options to shop with
less waste, 2021

• Online marketplaces give reach to the smallest of
businesses

• National retailers look for ways to partner small
Figure 5: Amazon highlights small businesses on Instagram

• Leverage social media as a new(er) sales outlet
• Partner with other (national) retailers to expand reach

Figure 6: Target promotes Black-owned businesses
• Support local initiatives and charitable efforts
• Lean into community growth, environmentalism

• Small businesses are an important part of consumers’
shopping system

• Consumers shop in store and online with small shops
• Supporting communities drives consumers to shop small
• Opportunity to capture sales around special occasions
• Price gets in consumers’ way when shopping small

• Small businesses make up a fair share of consumers’
shopping pie
Figure 7: Where shopped lasted 12 months, 2021

• Younger consumers seek small businesses
Figure 8: Where shopped lasted 12 months, by generation,
2021

• The future looks bright as consumers plan to shop locally
Figure 9: Future small business plans, 2021

• Younger shoppers to drive future purchases
Figure 10: Future small business shopping plans, by age and
gender, 2021
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Figure 11: Etsy customers feel good shopping small, 2021
• Provide parents ways to show off, engage with one another

Figure 12: Future small business plans, by parental status, 2021

• Streamlined shopping experiences still matter when
shopping small
Figure 13: Typical shopping behavior, 2021

• Driving future purchases with online capabilities
Figure 14: Future shopping behaviors, 2021

• Bringing the small business world to parents via online
channels
Figure 15: Future shopping behaviors, by parental status, 2021

• Small businesses poised to win the hearts of locals
Figure 16: Lakeview East members rally together to support
local establishments, 2021
Figure 17: Reasons for shopping small businesses, 2021

• Across income levels, consumers want to support their
communities
Figure 18: Reasons for shopping small businesses, by HHI, 2021

• Relying on communities for information
Figure 19: Sources of information, 2021

• Younger consumers seek info digitally; older generations,
traditionally
Figure 20: Sources of information, 2021

• Offering assistance throughout special occasions
Figure 21: Occasions for shopping small businesses, 2021

• Partnering to give personalized recommendations
Figure 22: Occasions for shopping small businesses, by age
and gender, 2021

• Reminding parents to take time for themselves
Figure 23: Occasions for shopping small businesses, by
parental status, 2021

• Overcoming price with quality, community and cost-
assistance
Figure 24: Foursided promotes surprise discount, 2021
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Figure 25: ShopChooka offers AfterPay exclusive discounts,
2021
Figure 26: Barriers to shopping small businesses, 2021

• Alerting younger consumers to small businesses’ presences
Figure 27: Barriers to shopping small businesses, by gender
and age, 2021
Figure 28: Etsy Instagram highlights freebies with purchases,
2021

• Reminding consumers of the good of shopping small
Figure 29: Diamond Group Realty supports small on Small
Business Saturday
Figure 30: Attitudes toward shopping small businesses –
Ethical impact, 2021

• Leveraging social to connect with Gen Z
Figure 31: Attitudes toward shopping small businesses –
Ethical impact, by generation, 2021

• Traditional retailers can partner small to show local support
Figure 32: Attitudes toward shopping small businesses –
Traditional retailers, 2021

• Giving younger consumers ethical, convenient ways to shop
Figure 33: Attitudes toward shopping small businesses –
Traditional retailers, by age and gender, 2021

• Developing ecommerce avenues to drive small business
awareness
Figure 34: Attitudes – Small business experience, 2021
Figure 35: Instagram Shop

• Connecting digitally with younger shoppers
Figure 36: Attitudes – Small business experience, by
generation, 2021

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Consumer qualitative research
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations
• Terms

Figure 37: Occasions for shopping small businesses, by age
and gender, 2021

ATTITUDES TOWARD SHOPPING SMALL BUSINESSES

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS

APPENDIX – THE CONSUMER
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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